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Romeo And Juliet A Shakespeare
There is a two-liet situation in Toronto with & Juliet playing at Princess of Wales Theatre and Juliet: A Revenge Comedy at the Fringe Festival ...
Juliet must not die! A brief history of rewriting Romeo and Juliet
An Urdu translation of the play saw a houseful of people longing to see a love so strong fail in front of them ...
‘Romeo and Juliet’: Zia Mohyeddin’s adaptation of Shakespearean play is reminder of timeless tragedy
Guess what's giving NSW MLC Mark Latham sleepless nights? Latham claims that parents have called him in distress over an all female-production of Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet at Campbelltown ...
Mark Latham Frets Over Same-Sex Kiss In Romeo and Juliet Play At A Sydney School
Parents at Campbelltown Performing Arts High are reportedly outraged by a lesbian kissing scene in a reimagined version of Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet entitled Shekspeare. Despite the fact that the ...
Mark Latham, Who Has Nothing Better To Do, Is Crying Over A Lesbian Kiss In Romeo & Juliet
A “passionate” lesbian kissing scene in a Shakespeare play shown to high school students has prompted complaints from parents.
Campbelltown Performing High parents’ complaint over lesbian kisses in Romeo and Juliet
NSW One Nation leader Mark Latham has taken aim at a Wollongong theatre company's portrayal of Romeo and Juliet, which he claims over-sexualised the iconic production in front of children.
One Nation MP attacks Wollongong theatre group over same-sex kiss in Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet
The Notre Dame Shakespeare Festival has announced the return of the Professional, Touring, and Community Companies for their 2022 season. The Community Company kicks off the Festival with Shakespeare ...
Notre Dame Shakespeare Festival to Return This Summer
Shakespeare & Company will host On Teaching and Directing Shakespeare: Romeo and Juliet one-week, professional development workshop for teachers from Monday, July 11 through Friday, July 16 at the ...
Shakespeare & Company Presents Professional Development Workshop For Teachers Next Month
What is there to say about Romeo and Juliet that hasn’t already been said? It’s arguably the most famous play in existence: not only has it been performed countless times across the world for ...
Starcrossed is a moving gay interpretation of Romeo and Juliet – review
The stage version of “Shakespeare in Love” follows Young Will Shakespeare through a battle with writer’s block with a deadline quickly approaching as he finds inspiration in his muse. The regional ...
Keegan Theatre stages ‘Shakespeare in Love’ about Will’s spark to write ‘Romeo & Juliet’
From Starcrossed at Wilton's Music Hall to West Side Story and even Gnomeo and Juliet, Romeo and Juliet has been a gold mine of inspiration for theatremakers, says David Benedict ...
Romeo and Juliet is a gold mine for inspiration – as Starcrossed shows
More than 10,000 people are set to attend Stafford’s 30th anniversary Shakespeare production of Romeo + Juliet starting later this week.
Thousands set to attend Stafford’s 30th anniversary Shakespeare production of Romeo + Juliet
A legacy of Scindias or Shindes helping the BJP in opposition to topple governments has been repeated thrice. But history seems to have been forgotten by politicians in Maharashtra.
Shinde, Scindia and a history lesson amid Maharashtra crisis
Mistaken identity, gender-swapping, ruthless scheming, and backstage theatrics fill this stage adaptation of the Oscar-winning movie.
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